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Affine Normalized Invariant Feature Extraction using Multiscale Gabor Autoconvolution Asad Ali



S.A.M Gilani



Faculty of Computer Science and Engineering Ghulam Ishaq Khan Institute of Engineering Sciences and Technology Topi-23460, Swabi, NWFP, Pakistan { aali, asif }@giki.edu.pk Abstract: - The paper presents a hybrid technique for affine invariant feature extraction with the view of object recognition. The proposed technique first normalizes an input image by removing affine distortions from it and then spatially re-samples the affine normalized image across multiple scales, next the Gabor transform is computed for the resampled images over different frequencies and orientations. Finally autoconvolution is performed in the transformed domain to generate a set of 384 invariants. Experimental results conducted using four different standard datasets confirm the validity of the proposed approach. Beside this the error rates obtained in terms of invariant stability are significantly lower when compared to Fourier based MSA, which has proven itself to be better than moment invariants. Keywords: Affine invariants, Gabor Transform, Shape Compaction, Autoconvolution, Pattern recognition.



1. INTRODUCTION This paper deals with the extraction of region based features from segmented objects such that they remain invariant when the object undergoes a viewpoint transformation. All view-point related changes of objects can broadly be represented by weak perspective transformation which occurs when the depth of an object along the line of sight is small compared to the viewing distance. This reduces the problem of perspective transformation to the affine transformation which is linear [4]. The affine group includes the four basic forms of geometric distortions, under weak perspective projection assumption, namely translation rotation, scaling and skewing. Finding a set of invariant descriptors for recognizing planar objects degraded by geometric distortions is a key problem in computer vision and has found numerous applications in the form of industrial part recognition[13], handwritten character recognition[14], automatic target recognition[15], and Shape matching [16] to name a few.



In this paper we present a new method of constructing invariants which first normalizes an affine distorted object and brings it into the most compact form, then rescales and reorients the object to a standard pose by monitoring its directional indicator followed by autoconvolution across multiple scales of the object in the Gabor domain to generate a single multiscale representation of the object whose average value is found to be an invariant to the affine group of distortions. Before we move ahead let us have a brief overview of Gabor functions.



1.1 Gabor Functions Dennis Gabor proposed the representation of a signal as a combination of elementary functions and those functions are now known as Gabor functions [17]. They have gained significant importance in the past three decades and features based on these functions have mainly been used for object recognition [2] and face detection [3] leaving optics apart. In proper form 2D Gabor elementary functions can be defined as: ψ ( x, y ) =
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where f is the central frequency of the filter function, θ is the rotation angle of the Gaussian major axis, γ is the sharpness along the major axis, η is the sharpness along the minor axis. In the given form the aspect ratio of the Gaussian is λ = η / γ. Using the translation, scale and rotational properties of the 2D Gabor functions for a signal κ(x,y) which is translated from a location (x0,y0) to (x1,y1) scaled by a factor A and rotated counter clockwise by an angle Ф, it hold that:
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Above is a central result used in translation, scale and rotation invariant feature extraction [1][2]. In this paper we couple the above properties of Gabor



Figure 1 shows the complete system diagram for the construction of affine normalized invariants.



functions with an image pre-normalization process to achieve lower error rates of the constructed invariants and higher feature discrimination power. We also solve the problem of feature searching across different scales and rotations in a matrix, existent in the technique presented in [2].



2. RELATED WORK Keeping in view the importance of constructing invariants and their wide spread applications research has been conducted by many which can broadly be divided into two groups namely: Contour based and Region based invariant descriptors. In the context below we review some the region based techniques that are most related to the present work. Among the region based invariant descriptors Hu [5] introduced a set of seven affine moment invariants which were later corrected in [6] and have widely been used by the pattern recognition community. They are computationally simple and invariant to translation, scaling, rotation and skewing but suffer from several drawbacks like: information redundancy, which occurs because the Cartesian basis used in their construction are not orthogonal, noise sensitivity, higher order moments are very sensitive to noise and illumination changes, finally large variation in the dynamic range of values may cause numerical instability with larger object size. As a remedy to the problems associated with moment invariants Teague [7] proposed the use of continuous orthogonal moments with higher expressive power. Zernike and Legendre moments were introduced by him based on the zernike and legendre polynomials. Zernike moments have proven to better represent object features besides providing rotational invariance and robustness to noise and minor shape distortions. But several problems are associated with the computation of zernike moments like numerical approximation of continuous integrals with discrete summations which leads to numerical errors affecting the properties such as rotational invariance and increase in computational complexity when the order of the polynomial becomes large.



More recently Petrou et al [8][9] introduced the trace transform for affine invariant feature extraction. Related to integral geometry and similar to radon transform however more general than either of them it computes image features along line integrals and performs calculations of any functional over the group of transformations in a global manner. They have used a set of three functionals namely line, diametrical and circus for the computation of invariant features. The framework allows the construction of thousands of features which offers significant improvement but the major drawback is the computational cost which increases exponentially with the number of trace functionals. Li et al [10] proposed the use of Hopfield neural network for establishing point correspondence under affine transformations. They use a fourth order network and treat point correspondence as a sub-graph matching problem and extract information of the relational properties between the quadruple set of nodes of a model graph and a scene graph for matching affine distorted objects. The major drawback of their approach is the sensitivity to noise under which the number and position of nodes in a scene graph change significantly. Finally Heikkila et al [11] introduced the concept of autoconvolution across multiple scales of an input image and constructed a set of 29 invariants in the Fourier domain. They use the expected value of autoconvolution as an invariant. Although their technique produces excellent results but their method results in feature overlapping across different frequencies which serves as a major limitation in object classification. We use the autoconvolution framework proposed in [11] and decouple object features by analyzing an object across different frequencies and orientations before constructing invariants. In short we improve on many of the short comings mentioned above.



3. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE We propose a four step process for the construction of region based invariant descriptors of the objects. In the first step the input image is normalized to remove translation, skew and mirror distortions in the second step we remove scale distortion over the region of support, in third step we remove the rotational distortion by reorienting the object to a standard direction. In the fourth step we construct invariant by convolving Gabor transformed objects across different scales. So as a first step we begin with the skew normalization for which we use the method defined in [12] and perform modifications to be detailed below in it to encompass mirror normalization.



3.1 Translation, Normalization



Skew



and



Mirror



There are two major steps in the shape compaction method defined in [12]. (1) Compute the shape dispersion matrix P, (2) Align the coordinate axes with the eigenvectors of P, and we propose a third step (3) Monitor the sign of eigenvalues of P and perform sign inversion if required. Step 1: After the normalization process described below the object will have a dispersion matrix equal to a scaled identity matrix. So, to compute the dispersion matrix we calculate the shape centroid as: x = ∑ ∑ x. f ( x, y ) / B (3) x y



y = ∑ ∑ y. f ( x, y ) / B
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x y



where B is the total number of object pixels and f(x,y) is the 2D image containing the segmented object. The shape dispersion matrix is a 2x2 matrix: ⎡p p1,2 ⎤ P = ⎢ 1,1 (5) ⎥ p p ⎢⎣ 2,1 2,2⎥⎦ with the elements defined as follows: ⎛ ⎞ 2 p1,1 = ⎜⎜ ∑ ∑ x 2 . f ( x, y ) / B ⎟⎟ − x ⎝x y ⎠
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The dispersion matrix computed above is the covariance matrix of the object and in pattern recognition covariance matrix is used to decouple correlated features. Similarly here the shape dispersion



matrix is used to normalize a shape by making it compact. Step 2: Next we shift the origin of the coordinate system to the center of the shape for translation normalization and rotate the coordinate system according to the eigenvectors of the dispersion matrix P. The orthogonal matrix for rotation consists of two normalized eigenvectors E1 and E2 of P. But first we need the two eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 of P: λ1,2 =



p1,1 + p 2,2 ±



(p1,1 − p2,2)2 + 4 p1,2 2 2



(9)



Now it can be shown that normalized eigenvectors E1 and E2 are given by: ⎡ ⎢ ⎡e1x ⎤ ⎢ E1 = ⎢ ⎥ = ⎢⎢ ⎣⎢e1 y ⎦⎥ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣⎢
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Next a matrix R is constructed from E1 and E2 as: ⎡ ET ⎤ 1 R=⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ET ⎥ ⎣ 2⎦



(12)



Since the dispersion matrix computed previously is symmetric so E1 and E2 are orthogonal to each other and normalization to unit length makes then orthonormal. Now the coordinate system is transformed by first translating it to the shape center which results in translation invariance and then we multiply with the matrix R. Thus each object pixels new location is given by: ⎡ x' ⎤ ⎡x − x ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ = R.⎢ ⎥ ' ⎢⎣ y ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ y − y ⎥⎦



(13)



The above multiplication results in pure coordinate rotation and the new coordinates are in the same direction as E1 and E2 i.e. the direction in which is shape is most dispersed resulting in skew normalization. Figure 2 shows the outcome of this step. Step 3: Above, in the second step before we multiply matrix R with the centered coordinates we check the sign of the eigenvectors for mirror normalization. If e1x and e1y have opposite signs then we multiply them with minus one to remove object flipping along



the x-axis. Similarly if e2x and e2y have opposite sign we multiply them with minus one to remove object flipping along y-axis. Figure 3a shows the output when 2c is the input.



orientation irrespective of the input. To begin with, regular moments of order (p + q) are defined as: q m pq = ∑ ∑ x p . y . f ( x, y )



(16)
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where mpq is (p+q)th order moments of the image function f(x,y). Next we define a directional indicator (DI) as: DI = w2x + w2y



w x = ∑ (x' '. cos(θ ) + y ' '. sin(θ ) ) length



(a) (b) (c) Figure 2 (a) Original Image. (b) Affine deformed input image. (c) Translation & Skew normalized output image.



3.2 Scale Normalization Next we propose a technique to normalize the scale of the object by scaling coordinates over the region of support. Here the input signal is scaled by factor {1/qx, 1/qy}, where qx and qy are the dimensions of the object along the x and y axis defined below as: q x = max{x': f ( x, y ) ≠ 0} − min{x': f ( x, y ) ≠ 0} q y = max{ y ': f ( x, y ) ≠ 0} − min{ y ': f ( x, y ) ≠ 0}



(14)



Thus the output x′′, y′′ for an input signal x′, y′ is computed as: ⎡ x '' ⎤ ⎡1 / q x 0 ⎤ ⎡ x' ⎤ ⎢ ⎥=⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ 1 / q y ⎦⎥ ⎢ y '⎥ ⎢ y ''⎥ ⎢⎣ 0 ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦



(15)



which results in scale normalization of the input signal as shown in figure 3.



w y = ∑ (− x' '. sin(θ ) + y ' '. cos(θ ) )
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length



where x′′ and y′′ are the coordinate points comprising the object. Using the above definitions the algorithm for rotational normalization is detailed below: 1. Compute the directional indicator (DI) for the full interval [0 2Π] for the input image using equation (17). 2. Record the angles corresponding to the four maximum values in the DI. 3. Rotate the input image generating four versions of it corresponding to the rotation angles recorded earlier. 4. For each of the four images compute: t1 = m12 + m20 t2 = m02 + m21 α = t1 / t2 (18) 5. Select the image corresponding to the highest value of α as the rotationally normalized image. Using the above algorithm all the input objects will be reoriented to a fixed angle approximately irrespective of the input orientation. The fixed angle will vary for different objects. Figure 4 shows the outcome after applying rotational normalization.



(a) (b) Figure 3 (a) Mirror Normalized input Image. (b) Scale normalized output Image, rescaled for display.



It is important to mention here that the number of pixels comprising the scale normalized object may not be the same for two given images of the same object. This can lead to numerical errors in the construction of invariants, a fact that is dealt with, in section 3.4.



3.3 Rotation Normalization Here we propose a new technique for normalizing an object direction such that it points in a standard



Figure 4 Top row shows scale normalized input images. Bottom row shows the corresponding rotation normalized output images.



3.4 Invariant Feature Autoconvolution



using



Gabor



In this step we compute the invariant descriptors of the affine normalized object. For this purpose let us define the discrete form of autoconvolution for resampled versions of the normalized input image as:



F (α , β ) =



1 N −1 N −1



∑ ∑ Pα ( w) P β ( w) Pγ ( w) F ( w)



(19)



N 2 x =0 y =0 where P and F are Gabor transformed versions of the spatially resampled and original normalized images, N is the scale normalized dimension along the x and y axes and γ=1–α–β (20) Using the above definition the algorithm for constructing invariants is described below: 1. Compute the value of γ using equation (20). 2. Resample the affine normalized input image using α, β and γ to obtain a set of three images of the object. 3. Compute the Gabor transform of the three images and the original affine normalized input image at a particular frequency and orientation as per equation 1. 4. Convolve the Gabor transformed outputs from step three as per equation 19 and obtain the average value which is an invariant. 5. Repeat step 1 to 4 for different values of α and β. 6. Repeat step 1 to 5 for different frequencies and orientations.



The number of orientations to be used while computing Gabor transform were selected according to [2] as:



θk =



kΠ , k = {0,1.......h − 1} h



Table 1 shows the magnitude of selected invariants after applying different affine transformations. Transformation I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 Original Image 8.59 19.69 31.45 24.29 33.84 R(70), S(2,1) 8.64 19.74 31.46 24.42 34.01 R(135),S(1,3),T 8.42 19.87 31.13 24.11 32.89 R(45),Sh (1.05, 8.75 20.13 31.94 24.68 34.05 1.37) M, T R(165), S(3,3), 8.43 19.85 31.19 24.19 32.87 Sh(1,2), T R(230), S(4,1), 8.66 19.85 31.62 24.53 34.30 Sh(2,3), M, T



4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS The proposed technique was tested on a 2.4 GHz Pentium IV machine with Windows XP and Matlab as the development tool. The datasets used in the experiments include the Coil-20 datasets, MPEG-7 Shape-B datasets, English alphabets and a dataset of 94 fish images from [9]. Using four orientations {0, 45, 90, 135}, six frequencies {1/5, 1/10, 1/20, 1/40, 1/80, 1/160} and sixteen values of α, β a total of 384 invariant were constructed. This sections is divided into three parts first we show the stability of constructed invariants against different transformations for a given object then we show feature discrimination capability of the proposed approach and finally we provide quantitative comparison with the method in [11].



(21)



where h is the total number of orientations to be used. A total of (16 *h *frequencies) invariants can be constructed using the above procedure. The values used for α and β in the resampling process are shown below in figure 5.



Figure 6 shows the stability of invariants against 12 randomly generated affine deformations.



Figure 5 α, β values used for spatial re-sampling of the affine normalized input image.



By affine pre-normalization and convolving the response of Gabor transform we no longer need to perform row or column wise search for invariants as done in [2].



Table 1 provides comparison of the five selected invariants, in terms of magnitude against different transformations for object 1 shown in Figure 2a from the coil-20 dataset. In the table following notation will be used: Rotation (R), Scaling (S), Shear (Sh), Translation (T) and Mirror (M). The figures in brackets represent the parameters of the transformation. To further elaborate figure 6 shows the 3D surface plots of sixteen invariants against twelve randomly generated affine deformations.
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domain, in future we intend to build an intelligent classifier for performing object recognition over a large dataset based on the proposed invariants.
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Number of Invariants



Figure 7 shows the feature discrimination capability of the proposed approach for the first 10 objects from the Coil-20 dataset.



The feature discriminating capability of the proposed invariants is demonstrated using figure 7. A classifier can be trained for the features constructed across different frequencies and orientations to provide greater disparity.
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